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In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, you will be up and running with Dynamics CRM 4. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, this book offers a quick way for you to get started with Dynamics CRM by leveraging real business examples, practice exercises, and big picture theory. In addition to learning how to use the core application, you will develop a deeper understanding of how Dynamics CRM fits into today's business needs.

 

Step-by-step instructions carefully walk you through the questions, issues, and tasks most common to Dynamics CRM.

Quizzes and Exercises at the end of each chapter help you build and test your knowledge.

By the Way notes present interesting pieces of information related to the discussion.

Did You Know? tips offer advice or show you easier ways to perform tasks.

Watch Out! cautions alert you to possible problems and give you advice on how to avoid them.

 

Learn how to:

	Orchestrate a successful CRM project
	Identify building blocks of Dynamics CRM
	Automate processes
	Create and manage your business units and users
	Use and maintain security roles
	Redefine an account
	Import new contacts and distribute leads
	Create marketing campaigns and capture the results
	Convert a lead to an account and contact
	Configure your display
	Capture contact and activity details
	Email directly from Dynamics CRM
	Master scheduling
	Integrate Dynamics CRM with Microsoft Excel and other applications
	Create simple workflows
	Customize and add utilities
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Psychology: Modules for Active Learning (with Concept Modules with Note-Taking and Practice Exams Booklet)Cengage Learning, 2011

	PSYCHOLOGY: MODULES FOR ACTIVE LEARNING, Twelfth Edition, the best-selling text by renowned author and educator Dennis Coon and John O. Mitterer, combines the highly effective SQ4R (Survey, Question, Read, Recite, Reflect, Review) active learning system, an engaging style and appealing visuals, and detailed coverage of core topics and...
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Flexible Web Design: Creating Liquid and Elastic Layouts with CSSNew Riders Publishing, 2008

	Take the book you’re holding in your hands right now, and resize it so that
	it’s easier to read.


	Don’t feel bad—I’ve given you an impossible exercise, but I promise the
	book will be filled with practical instead of ridiculous exercises from here on
	out. That’s because we’re going to...
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Beyond the Market: Designing Nonmarket Accounts for the United StatesNational Academy Press, 2004
One of the long-standing goals of the Committee on National Statistics (CNSTAT) is the improvement of economic measurement and the data sources crucial to that measurement. In working toward that goal, recent CNSTAT panels have produced reports on price and cost-of-living indexes, poverty measurement, measurement of the economy’s government...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows Server 2008 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2008
In just 24 lessons of one hour or less, you will be able to install and configure Microsoft Windows Server 2008 and its various services for any size network. Using a straightforward, step-by-step approach, each lesson builds on the previous ones, enabling you to learn the essentials of Windows Server® 2008 from the ground up. 
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Core Servlets and Javaserver Pages: Advanced Technologies, Vol. 2 (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007
Java EE is the technology of choice for e-commerce applications, interactive Web sites, and Web-enabled services. Servlet and JSP technology provides the link between Web clients and server-side applications on this platform. Core Servlets and JavaServer Pages, Volume 2: Advanced Technologies, Second Edition, is the...
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SUSE Linux Toolbox: 1000+ Commands for openSUSE and SUSE Linux EnterpriseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
After you’ve had some experience with Linux, you don’t need someone telling you to click the Help button for help or drag a file to the Trash icon to delete it. What you need is a reference book that shows you powerful commands and options that let you take hold of your Linux system, as well as the processes, users, storage media,...
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